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1 Foreword 

Dear members, 

As a continuation of last year's initiative, we are pleased to present you our 2019 CLGE 

Annual Report. It has been written in a very specific context, it’s true but we would more than 

ever like to inform you as fully as possible about our activities in 2019. 

Allow me to take the opportunity to highlight a few key events for last year.  

First of all, our confirmed participation in the GISCAD-OV 

project, which undoubtedly marks the beginning of a new 

strategy for our association, then the nomination of 

Loránd Eötvös as Surveyor of the Year, celebrated during 

our General Assembly in Sofia, and finally the choice of 

our theme of the year, “Professional Ethics”, culminating 

in the signing of the Istanbul Declaration. 

A special thanks to our partners, sponsors and corporate 

members for their commitment and support. 

I wish you a good read and hope to meet you soon in a 

rediscovered Europe. 

 
Maurice Barbieri 
President CLGE 

 

2 Activities 2019 

2.1 General Assemblies 

2.1.1 GA 1 2019 Sofia and CLGE Seminar 

Our Bulgarian hosts organised a great 

Seminar and General Assembly (GA) in 

Sofia. We were delighted to hear two 

opening addresses. One from Valentin 

Yovev, Deputy Minister of Regional 

Development and Public Works, himself a 

colleague and geodetic surveyor, and the 

second from Violeta Koritarova, Executive 

Director of the Bulgarian national Geodesy, 

Cartography and Cadastre Agency who 

gave her address during the Seminar. 
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CLGE Secretary General welcomed our guests from ELRA, Pix4D and EUPOS whose support we 

appreciate.  

This GA took on brand new format which saw the workshops being held on the Friday with the more 

administrative parts of the GA moved to later during the event. This was in direct response to Member 

feedback to make the GA more dynamic and was well received. It also allows for Partners and Sponsors 

to return home on the Friday evening. Four plenary workshops were held with the themes of ‘The 

Economic and Juridical Role of Land Registration’, ‘Condominiums: The French Case Study’, ‘EUPOS – 

EUPOS position determination system initiative’ and ‘Pix4D - Reliable information for faster and better 

decisions’.  

The Commission for reviewing the Statutes and Internal Rules was announced. Thomas Jacubeit CLGE 

Vice-President was appointed by the GA as the liaison to the Executive Board. The GA also appointed 

the members of the Commission.  

Two Vice-President Special Affairs were appointed by the GA. These being Duncan Moss, Digital 

Strategy and Communication and Rudolf Kolbe, DPKB.  

Two further workshops took place on the Friday afternoon, one on the CLGE Strategy for the next two 

years and the other on the UN Sustainable Development Goals which could become the CLGE Topic of 

the Year in 2020. 

Before the GA, we organized the CLGE Seminar, also in Sofia: “The challenges for Geodetic Surveyors, 

Vision 2030”. 

The Seminar was held on 21st March. The venue was The Earth and Man National Museum. Around 

100 geodetic surveyors participated.  

The opening ceremony was celebrated 

with keynotes from Valentin Yovev - 

Deputy Minister of Regional 

Development and Public Works, 

Violeta Koritarova – Head of the 

Bulgarian Agency of Geodesy, 

Cartography and Cadastre, Ivan 

Kaltchev – President of the USMLB, 

Bulgaria, and Maurice Barbieri - CLGE 

President. 

Initially CLGE-Vice President Thomas 

Jacubeit gave an introduction to the 

“Vision 2030 - The Challenges for the Surveyors”. Among others he showed an overview for possible 

evolutions in the profession. 

Stephan Petrov, Bulgarian Agency of Geodesy, Cartography and Cadastre. spoke about “Information 

System of Cadastre in Bulgaria, Data and Services”. 
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Finally, Tsvetan Boev, Member of the Executive Board of the Union of Surveyors and Land Managers 

in Bulgaria, informed about “Bulgarian Vision 2030: Status, Development and Perspectives for 

Bulgarian Surveyors”. 

After a short break the presentation of the Surveyor of the Year, Loránd Eötvös was made by 

Zsolt Vidovenyecz, Hungary, with a formal greeting by Maurice Barbieri. 

The closing of the seminar and the opening of 

the General Assembly enabled us to celebrate 

the Global Surveyors Day, and to unveil the 

poster of the Surveyor of the Year 2019: Loránd 

Eötvös, 1848 to 1919 from Hungary. A 

presentation describing his life and 

achievements was given to the audience and is 

available here. The Surveyor of the Year 2019 

poster can be download here in pdf HR or here 

as a jpeg. Please feel to distribute the poster. 

Duncan Moss and Thomas Jacubeit 

2.1.2 GA 2 2019 Istanbul and VI CLGE Conference of the European Surveyor 

The conference took place on 26 September 

2019 on the theme "Professional Ethics, a 

landmark for geodetic surveyors". 

More than 80 participants heard interesting 

presentations by CLGE members, but also by 

Turkish personalities, as well as a remarkable 

keynote speech by the Belgian philosopher 

Marc Luyckx Ghisi on "Ethics and Spirituality in 

the new Civilization". 

The presentations related to the conference 

can be consulted here. 

The conference also saw the official launch of the ILMS standard for geodetic surveyors, including its 

translation into Turkish and the signature of the Istanbul Declaration, in which we insisted on the 

utmost importance of the Ethical component in our Profession, especially when new technologies are 

concerned. The Conference and Istanbul General Assembly also advised to review the FIG Ethical Code, 

based on IES and ILMS, taking into account the specificities of the Surveying profession. The outcome 

should definitely be compliant with IES and ILMS. 

https://www.clge.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/vidovenyecz.pdf
https://www.clge.eu/document/posters-2019
https://www.clge.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/19_Eoetvoes.jpg
https://www.clge.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/19_Eoetvoes.jpg
https://www.clge.eu/document-category/events-documents
https://www.clge.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Istanbul_Declaration.pdf
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This General Assembly took place on 27 

and 28 September and was attended by 

more than 50 delegates. 

During the meeting, a presentation was 

given on the "GISCAD - OV" project, a 

project proposed to the European 

Commission by a consortium of 14 

entities and which was eventually 

selected with an impressive high mark. 

This represents a major step forward for CLGE in the diversification of its activities. Indeed, GISCAD-

OV will help us to analyse the impact of Galileo on Cadastral and Property Surveying. 

A plenary workshop on ethics was organised, as well as 2 group workshops on "GSA and EGNSS" and 

the "ILMS Standard". 

The new www.clge.eu was also unveiled. We hope that this new website will make it easier and more 

user-friendly for everyone to find information about our association. 

The documents relating to the General Assembly can be consulted here. 

Maurice Barbieri and Jean-Yves Pirlot 

2.2 Executive Board Meetings 

The first CLGE Executive Board Meeting (EBM) of 2019 took place in Warsaw (PL) from 23 to 24January. 

Florian Romanowski and his team prepared us a warm welcome. The meeting opened with a very 

interesting presentation from our Polish colleagues giving an overview of their companies and major 

projects. 

The January EBM has detailed 

planning for the year ahead as its 

main focus and this meeting was no 

different in that respect.  

Key projects and activities discussed 

were: Horizon 2010 GISCAD-OV 

project bid, development of the new 

CLGE website & integration of the 

Dynamic Professional Knowledge 

Base (DPKB), FIG Forum of Regional 

Bodies/Forum of Member 

Associations, Aerovision question-

naire on agriculture surveys, FIG 

YSEN, the Questionnaire on European 

Requirements for Cadastral Surveyors, transition to the new CLGE financial team (Nicolas Smith 

Treasurer and Julian Ismaili Deputy Treasurer) and ILMS.  

CLGE President with the President of our Polish Association, Robert Rachwal 

http://www.clge.eu/
https://www.clge.eu/document-category/events-documents
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Financial affairs formed also a key focus including increasing Corporate Members, transparency, 

effective use of CLGE funds, value for money, diversification & growth of our income streams, 

accounting & expenses coding. A number of recent past missions and assignments in which CLGE 

participated during 2018 were reported upon and reviewed.  

Looking ahead to 2019 the many forthcoming events, representations and assignments were discussed 

including, e.g. World Bank Land & Poverty Conference 2019 in Washington DC (US), FIG Working Week 

2019 in Hanoi (VN), CLGE Conference of the European Surveyor in Istanbul (IT), CLGE Students’ Contest. 

International Ethics Standards Coalition – the EB approved a proposal for Duncan Moss to take up the 

role of CLGE Trustee with Rudolf Kolbe becoming the Alternative Trustee and Jean-Yves Pirlot being 

the staff contact.  

A Commission to review the Statutes and Internal Rules was discussed and Thomas Jacubeit was 

appointed to represent the EB.  

The EB proposed the appointment of two Vice President Special Affairs to be approved by the GA; 

Duncan Moss for Digital Strategy & Communication and Rudolf Kolbe for DPKB. 

Duncan Moss 

2.3 CLGE – IG-PARLS Annual Report 

In 2019, CLGE’s Interest Group for Publicly Appointed and Regulated Liberal Surveyors has met twice. 

Once in Copenhagen, in February and once in Belgrade, in December. 

The Sofia General Assembly saw the signature of the Code of Professional Qualifications for Property 

Surveyors by Bulgaria and North Macedonia. Albania, seized the opportunity to sign the letter of intent, 

paving the way to a full signature of the code later on. CLGE-IG-PARLS remains committed to convince 

more CLGE members to become part of the Code signatories. 

Another new activity of the Group, conceived in Copenhagen, was also presented in Sofia. We had the 

opportunity to present the first of a series of analyses about the condominiums in the IG-PARLS 

member states. The first presentation of that sort was about the French approach, but Croatia and 

Slovenia would follow soon. 

It was also decided to increase our presence in CEPLIS and this led to the presence of Jean-Yves Pirlot 

in its Executive Board. 

Finally, IG-PARLS remains fully committed to a strong support to Property Surveying, everywhere in 

Europe, but especially in the South Eastern part of Europe, where important evolutions are unfolding 

now. During the meeting in Belgrade, it became even more clear how important the cooperation with 

the NMCA is. The Serbian NMCA is seriously considering joining CLGE again, with a higher involvement 

than in the past. Another idea would be to have the next life IG-PARLS members meeting in 

Montenegro. 

Nicolas Smith and Jean-Yves Pirlot 

https://ceplis.org/
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2.4 Working Group on Statutes and Internal Rules 

The Working Group was established at the CLGE GA in Sofia March 2019. Members are Jan Hardos, 

Thomas Jacubeit, Torben Juulsager, Valeriu Manolache, Duncan Moss and Florian Romanowski. There 

were two virtual meetings on 19th June and 27th August. 

A letter of the Romanian colleagues and a contribution of the Danish colleagues were sent before the 

first meeting. Topics were concentrating the efforts, improving the GA, improving the financial 

reporting, cost management including the ecological footprint. The CLGE-objectives, Interest Groups, 

specially IG-PARLS, democracy, number of GA´s and Academic Memberships were discussed. 

Jan Hardos sent a contribution after the meeting concerning voting rights, interest groups and number 

of GA´s. 

In the second meeting was suggested to change as few as possible. “Political” matters of CLGE, 

efficiency and transparency were part of the talking. 

After this meeting Torben and Valeriu sent proposals for changes of the Statutes, which I combined 

and summarized with my remarks to present and decide them at the next Executive Board meeting. 

Thomas Jacubeit 

2.5 CLGE Student’s contest 

The 8th CLGE Student Contest 2019 was successfully finished with awarding ceremony in Stuttgart, 
traditionally within the Program of INTERGEO. The Jury received 19 applications, 15 out of them 
qualified for the Contest. 4 Winners of the Contest were announced, by categories:  

Marineli Dancheva (Bulgaria) - Geodesy, Topography, sponsored by Leica  

Dagmāra Nora Krūmiņa (Latvia) - GIS & Mapping, sponsored by ESRI  

Pablo Pinto Santos (Spain) - EGNSS (Galileo, EGNOS, Copernicus), sponsored by GSA  

Hamidreza Ostadabbas (Germany) - Cadastre, sponsored by CLGE – IG-PARLS   

All winners were extremely happy receiving their prizes of EUR 1000 each. The celebrations were 
continued in booth parties of INTERGEO.   

The ceremony was opened by FIG President Rudolf Staiger and moderated by CLGE President Maurice 
Barbieri and vice-president Mr. Mairolt Kakko.   
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By the statistics the Year of 2019 was most 

successful in the history. Highest number of 

participation times (8) is now shared between 

Belgium, Estonia and Latvia. UK and Bulgaria 

succeed to their first time of participance. 

However, 15 CLGE member Countries still didn’t 

take part the Contest.  CLGE and its sponsors are 

expecting faster growth of the Contest. Therefore, 

a Sponsors meeting was organized, where different 

development ideas were discussed. 

Picture with winners and sponsors at awarding ceremony, Stuttgart. 

The announcement of Student Contest 2020 will be published soon. Many thanks to Sponsors and Jury 
members.   

Mairolt Kakko 

2.6 Participation in – Organization of events  

2.6.1 World Bank “Land and Poverty Conference” / First Global Surveyors Day) 

In the framework of the FIG – Forum of Regional Bodies, CLGE took the initiative to organize a Round 

Table on ethics, during the World Bank Land and Poverty Conference, organized in Washington from 

25 till 29 March. 

The Round Table « Strengthening professional ethics in the land sector » was very successful. About 

35 professionals were present and took part in the lively debate. 

Three short presentations introduced the Round Table: 

- Worldwide, Regional and local initiatives to regulate professional ethics (Curtis Sumner) 
There are many initiatives. Even if a global approach is useful, local or regional 

implementations remain necessary 

- Professional ethics under pressure, how to cope with technical developments (Maurice 
Barbieri) 
The permanent change is the only constant. Professional ethics have to be revised from time 

to time to keep pace with the evolution. This is especially true when disruptive technological 

changes are experienced  

- Ethics from theory to practice (Jean-Yves Pirlot) 
Professional ethics are well understood and documented by specialized research centres and 

networks. However, there is a gap between theory and practice. A few good practices were 

presented and discussed. It would be useful to implement some of them as project. 

An additional paper was presented by Ben Helder, on behalf of the International Ethics Standards 

Coalition. 
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Even if the participants were less pessimistic about the respect of ethical rules by land professionals 

than those who answered this poll in 2018, it seems that there is room for improvement in the 

knowledge and respect of the existing ethical rules by land professionals. Indeed, if 52% think that the 

respect is very high in their country, 48% think that it could be better, and 22% are not satisfied with 

the situation at hand. 

 

85% of the participants do not believe in one overarching global ethical code but they believe in global 

principles with local implementations. 

80% of the Round Table give an important role to professional associations in developing and 

upgrading ethical rules. 

The same part of the audience thinks that ethical rules without penalties and a penalty board are 

useless. 

About dilemma’s and dilemma training, 50% of the participant thinks that they never faced a 

professional ethical dilemma. This indicates that dilemma trainings could be an interesting way to raise 

awareness. Maybe the concept of dilemma was not well understood and should be explained in more 

detail. 

90% of the audience agrees that statistics about ethical violations and penalties should be published 

in an anonymous way. 

80% agree with the statement that it Is it ethically unacceptable, if the surveyors or the land sector in 

general do not take an active part in the achievement of the UN Sustainable Development Goals. 

Next to the required leadership in ethics, the mentorship is also underlined. 

Comments - Conclusions 

The Round Table agrees that professional ethics are essential for the land sector and proposes to look 

for “the” best practice(s) and to try to get funding to develop project(s) in the field of Ethics. 

Developing countries need some support in developing legislation enforcing professional ethics and in 

the creation of competent chambers. 
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The ethical component of the UN 2030 Sustainable Development Goals is underlined. 

The active participations of surveyors in achieving the SDG’s could be a nice subject for a next Round 

Table. 

Jean-Yves Pirlot 

2.6.2 FIG Congress 2019 – Forum of Regional Bodies 

 

This year the FIG working Week was held from 22nd to 26th April in Hanoi, Vietnam. Almost 1,000 

delegates from 90 countries participated. CLGE was represented by Ferah Pirlanta Köksal (FIG YSN), 

Jean-Yves Pirlot (CLGE Director General), Vladimir Tikhonov (CLGE Secretary General), Thomas Jacubeit 

(CLGE Vice-President) and Maurice Barbieri (CLGE President). 

Maurice Barbieri and I took part about the FIG Hanoi (VN) Working Week, including the FIG-Forum of 

Regional Bodies, FIG Forum of Member Associations and the FGF meetings (Fédération des Géomètres 

Francophones). 

CLGE plays a high-profile role within FIG now, with the Council of Regional Bodies (Christchurch 2016), 

the Forum of Regional Bodies (Helsinki and Istanbul) and the combined Forum of Regional Bodies 

(FoRB) and the Members Association Forum in Hanoi. As President of the Belgian Union of Surveyors, 

I had the pleasure to chair this first combined Forum. All these events were successful meetings and 

as usually we are planning virtual follow ups. 

FIG President Rudolf Staiger asked to repeat the joined Forum meeting during the Amsterdam Working 

Week. The aim would be to discuss the long-term strategy of FIG 2028. 

Maurice Barbieri was asked become member of the “FIG Governance 2021 Task Force” in order to 

provide the FIG Council with a position statement following the initial discussions held in Hanoi 2019. 

The ultimate purpose of the TF is to consult, advise and set out the basis of a governance structure 

that is fit for the future needs of FIG members and stakeholders for the next two periods (2021 - 2030). 

During the same meeting, FGF President Marc Vanderschueren (BE) was appointed to become the next 

chair of the FoRB, after CLGE (Maurice Barbieri 2016 – 2017), NSPS (Curtis Sumner / John Hohol (2018 

– 2019). With the support of the CLGE General Assembly, CLGE is still in charge of the common 

secretariat. 

With his National Chamber, Vice President Vladimir Tikhonov (RU) organized a Russian Session in Hanoi 

with 120 participants. Unfortunately, there will be no Russian session in Amsterdam. Efforts are mad 

to have these sessions in Africa (Ghana 21 and South Africa 22). 

Ferah Köksal (TR, FIGYSEN) was also part of the CLGE delegation. She obtained interesting results with 

the FIGYSEN meeting in Hanoi. Her report is available online. Impressed by their realizations, James 

https://www.clge.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/FIG-Young-Surveyors-European-Network-GA-Istanbul.pdf
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Kavanagh (UK) suggests that at FIG Meetings, at least one delegate per country would be a young 

surveyor. 

Jean-Yves Pirlot 

2.6.3 PCC meetings 

Cooperation with the PCC (Permanent Committee on Cadastre in the European Union) is important 

part of the CLGE activity. The CLGE delegate to PCC is Vladimir Tikhonov, Secretary General. 

PCC has their Meetings & Conferences twice a year. In 2019 it was in June (Romania, Bucharest) and 

in November (Finland, Helsinki). The main topic of the CLGE – PCC cooperation is realization of the 

project “European Requirements for Property (Cadastral) Surveyor Activity”. 

In Bucharest the result of discussions was that PCC will be the part of the project and the PCC delegates 

Pekka Halme (FI) and Amalia Velasco (ES) will be the members of joint PCC – CLGE Working Group. The 

first joint WG Virtual Meeting planned to be in September 2019. 

Joint PCC – CLGE WG Virtual Meeting took place on September 15th. At this meeting the CLGE 

President Maurice Barbieri informed the participants about his decision to organize the additional 

quality control of the answers for those CLGE member states who want to do it. The reason for that 

was significant number of mistakes, incorrect or strange answers in collected information. 

In Helsinki Vladimir Tikhonov had informed the PCC delegates about ongoing process of the additional 

quality control and CLGE plans to present the draft of the project Executive report at the next PCC 

Meeting in Croatia, Zagreb in June 16 -17, 2020 

Vladimir Tikhonov 

2.6.4 Neum Congress on Cadastre in Bosnia and Herzegovina 

Before the Neum Congress on Cadastre in Neum, Vice President Vladimir Krupa and myself 

represented CLGE during the Regional conference on Cadastre in the same city, from 5 to 6 September. 

Delegates from EuroGeographics also took part in the launch of the Conference. 

The CLGE delegation remained for the whole event and could follow excellent presentations thanks to 

an outstanding translator. 

For CLGE and IG-PARLS the South Eastern European Region is very important because profound 

changes in the cadastral systems. The modernization of many property systems in the region could 

serve as best practices for other parts in Europe. 

A highlight of the conference was the signature of a Memorandum of Understanding by ten Western 

Balkan NMCA’s. 

A regional study about Cadastre and SDI was presented by the local organizers, the presentation is 

available in English. It contains interesting information about the NMCA’s (structure, staff, level of 

qualifications, but many other topics). 
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Our presence allowed us to wave the 

CLGE flag and to get closer relationships 

with the three observing members of 

CLGE. We urged them to consider a 

principal membership soon. 

Željko Obradović, DG of FGU (NMCA for 

the Federation of Bosnia and 

Herzegovina) suggested that CLGE could 

be a permanent invitee for these regional 

conferences. 

A few weeks later, from 29 till 31 

October, we went back to Neum for the 

IV Congress on Cadastre in Bosnia and Herzegovina; this time the delegation was composed by 

President Maurice Barbieri and me. 

On 30 October, Maurice Barbieri gave 

a presentation about CLGE. He also 

presented the GISCAD-OV project and 

the influence of new technologies on 

professional ethics. 

Jean-Yves Pirlot gave a presentation 

about the other aspects of 

Professional Ethics, including the 

possibility of organizing hands-on 

dilemma trainings. 

This paved the way to good 

discussions with Željko Obradović and 

Ivan Lesko (President of the Geodetic 

Society of Herzeg-Bosnia (Croatian 

part). Ivan Lesko insisted on the importance of the presence of CLGE, showing other aspects of the EU 

and Europe to their members (not only from donor countries). 

The conclusion is that Bosnia Herzegovina will become principal member of CLGE. FSG will support the 

Geodetic Society of Herzeg-Bosnia and can consider Corporate membership in the future. Other 

geodetic societies could join later on. 

The presence in Neum offered nice perspectives and contacts with delegates from Croatia (Zdravko 

Zorić, chairman of the Audit Board of HKOIG) and Montenegro (Jelica Bulatović – she answered the 

questionnaire and wants to create or reactivate a Geodetic Society in Montenegro. She asks for 

support in creating the Montenegrin Union of Geodetic Surveyors. 

During side events other interesting and inspiring contacts took place. With two Croatian Professors, 

the opportunity of creating Academic Membership in CLGE was evoked and confirmed. 

Jean-Yves Pirlot 
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2.6.5 YSEN 

FIG Young Surveyors Network had a busy year in 2019 with organizing and participating in several 

events, including the 3rd Young Surveyors Asia and the Pacific Meeting, International Geodetic Student 

Meeting, The 6th Young Surveyors European Meeting and INTERGEO 2019 Stuttgart. 

The 3rd Young Surveyors Asia and the Pacific Meeting (3YSAPM) was held on 21st and 22nd of April, 

prior to the FIG Working Week in Hanoi, Vietnam. The event provided an environment for Young 

Surveyors from different cultures, countries, academic qualifications, and professional experience to 

discuss the issues facing their region, and plan for a resilient future. During the meeting, Young 

Surveyors from different regions were able to present about regional networks including FIG Young 

Surveyors European Network. 

The Young Surveyors took part at several events after the 3YSAPM; YSN Charity Dance, Social Tenure 

Domain Model jointly hosted by FIG Young Surveyors Network and UN-Habitat GLTN, sessions to 

strengthen the network. Young Surveyors Representatives from different regions had presentations at 

one of the plenary sessions with a theme A Smarter Life and Environmental Resilience through 

Initiatives during FIG Working Week. 

International Geodetic Student Meeting (IGSM) 2019 was held on between 23rd and 29th of June in 

Warsaw, Poland. The meeting that brought 160 students and seniors was organized by Students 

Association of the Faculty of Geodesy and Cartography of the Warsaw University of Technology 

GEOIDA. IGSM is an event that has been organized in a different country each year. The meeting brings 

people from all around to world to share professional experiences and knowledge as well as the 

culture. FIG Young Surveyors Network supported the event and took part during the opening ceremony 

of IGSM. 
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During INTERGEO 2019 Stuttgart, DVW organised 

a Student Session on 18th of September as a part 

of Campus Geoinnovation. Session started with 

an introduction from president of FIG Prof. 

Rudolf Staiger. Then Chair of FIG Young Surveyors 

Network Melissa Harrington and CLGE FIG Young 

Surveyors European Network representative 

Ferah Pırlanta Köksal presented the power of the 

network and the connections with CLGE and 

other organisations. The session ended with the 

presentation from the president of KonGeoS 

(Connecting the students of German-speaking 

universities) Severin Brochhagen. Attendees were interested in the FIG YSN and representatives 

decided to collaborate in future events and projects. 

The 6th Young Surveyors European Meeting (6YSEM) was held in the city of Porto, Portugal on the 11th 

and 12th of October. About 40 young professionals and students from 15 countries gathered to share 

and explore new ideas, address pressing issues and focus on the future development for the European 

YS Network. In the meeting, there were parallel sessions with Geodecision for 

Sustainable Communities Meeting. The theme “Mapping the Path to Sustainability” provided an 

exciting platform for presentations by Young Surveyors from around the world. 

Ferah Pirlanta Köksal 

3 Projects 

3.1 H2020 GISCAD – OV 

CLGE realized a major breakthrough by joining an international consortium awarded with a Horizon 

2020 project, funded by the European Union. Based on the visionary ideas of Enrico Rispoli, Secretary 

General of the Italian CLGE member and long-time delegate, this project will integrate Galileo in 

property and cadastral surveys. The strength of GISCAD-OV is the 

integration of the whole value chain. Needless to say, that CLGE’s 

network was a very substantial asset in the quest to get the 

project approved. A connoisseur of EU projects commented that 

GISCAD-OV was exceptionally well ranked with an outstanding 

mark of 14,5/15. 

A introduction paper was written by Jean-Yves Pirlot and Maurice 

Barbieri and is available here. 

The project officially started on the 1st of December, but one will easily understand that a lot was done 

behind the screens to get us so far. CLGE can be proud about this achievement. 

Jean-Yves Pirlot 

https://www.clge.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/19_10_09_GISCAD-OV_v0.3.pdf
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3.2 H2020 - GEOGO 

GEO-GO is the second project that CLGE has presented to the European 

Commission. The project coordinator is Aerovision, the well-known Dutch 

consultancy firm that has also developed the Dynamic Professional Knowledge 

base with us. 

The aim of the project is to apply the principle, measure once, use many times, to 

agricultural parcels. Current practice is that different users take their own measurements of field 

boundaries despite the fact that they are about the same object. This is mainly because sharing data 

is creating more questions than answers, in particular about the quality, measurement protocol and 

other. Here is one of the issues of sharing data and the (re)use of “open” data: how to understand and 

trust the quality of a measurement taken by somebody else. 

With GEO-GO it was the intention to overcome these difficulties by creating a Guarantee of Origin that 

provides an approved and accepted certificate of the parcel boundary. It can be the basis of further 

information flows. In this way it becomes a trusted source that could for instance be stored and shared 

with blockchain. 

The project was not awarded, however, during a follow-up meeting in Stuttgart, at INTERGEO, it was 

decided not to abandon the idea and to look for other funding possibilities. 

Michalis Kalogiannakis and Jean-Yves Pirlot 

3.3 European Requirements for Property Cadastral Surveyor 

- To the end of 2019 we have got 42 answers from all of 41 CLGE member states plus Belarus. It’s a 

real success to collect all this information. 

- During this year it was organized 4 Virtual Meetings of the CLGE Working Group for the quality 

analysis of the answers. Working Group members have found significant number of mistakes, incorrect 

or strange answers in collected information. As a result, the CLGE WG members proposed to their 

delegates in joint PCC – CLGE WG (Maurice Barbieri, Vladimir Tikhonov and Muiris de Buitleir) to inform 

the PCC delegates about it. 

- Joint PCC – CLGE WG Virtual Meeting took place on September 15th. At this meeting the CLGE 

President Maurice Barbieri informed the participants about his decision to organize the additional 

quality control of the answers for those CLGE member states who want to do it. 

- This decision was announced by Vladimir Tikhonov, CLGE Secretary General in Istanbul in frame of 

the CLGE GA. 

- After the GA during October – November 15 CLGE member states had renewed their answers. 
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-  CLGE Bureau proposed to Jean-Yves Pirlot, CLGE Director General to make this job – additional quality 

control. For that purpose, it was necessary to read and analyse all the new information and input it to 

the on-line system. 

- Vladimir Tikhonov started to write the first draft of Executive report on base of available information. 

Vladimir Tikhonov 

3.4 The Dynamic Professional Knowledge Base 

The CLGE Dynamic Professional Knowledge Base (DPKB) is now integrated in the CLGE Website and 

offers helpful and interesting information on geodetic surveying for professionals but also for 

politicians. The transfer to the CLGE Website raises the visibility of this information and has also 

improved the accessibility. 

https://www.clge.eu/dpkb-database/about-dpkb 

As the ratio between member organisations that have or have not filled in the information on their 

country situation doesn’t show any changes since a long time it could be discussed if the “empty 

countries” should be made invisible on the Website until they are activated. Clicking through empty 

forms is disappointing and partly confusing (where there is information pre-filled in by CLGE) for users 

and can thus diminish the positive effect of the database.  

Completed (23) Not completed (14) 

Austria, Belgium, Croatia, Denmark, 

Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, 

Greece, Ireland, Malta, Moldova, 

Norway, Poland, Russian Federation, 

Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, 

Switzerland, The Netherlands, United 

Kingdom  

Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Cyprus, Latvia, 

Lithuania, Iceland, Albania, FYROM, Hungary, 

Italy, Luxembourg, Portugal, Republic of 

Kosovo, Romania 

 

It will also be important to automatically send a (half)yearly reminder to all member organisations 

asking them to fill in the data or to update the current information. 

Rudolf Kolbe 

3.5 Code of Professional Qualifications for Property Surveyors 

In 2019 we continued with the promotion of the Code of Professional Qualifications for Property 

Surveyors. As mentioned above the Sofia General Assembly saw Bulgaria, North Macedonia and 

Albania join the club. For the moment we have 16 regular signatories and one signatory of the Letter 

of Intent. Others are welcome to join in the future. 

https://www.clge.eu/dpkb-database/about-dpkb
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The Istanbul General Assembly enabled us to launch talks with the Turkish Chamber about a possible 

adhesion in the future. 

Nicolas Smith 

3.6 Blueparking 

After testing some datasets in 5 pilot countries (Belgium, Croatia, Estonia, Germany, Slovakia), and 

integrating the measured park spaces in our work database, it has now more than 25.000 park spaces 

collected. The historic Swiss Blueparking partner has reached the 10.000 mark. 

Our colleagues of OGE, France, started the French Blueparking project in their “Agenda 21”. That 

means that they will start with the mass measurement soon. This is very good news for the future of 

the project. 

The technical aspect of the project will be evaluated and a new solution for the database should be 

implemented in 2020. 

Maurice Barbieri 

3.7 Web redesign 

Following the signing of the contract with our new website partners Stereotropism / Primecut (GR) in 

November of 2018 we had an extremely 2019 which culminated in the successful launch of our brand-

new website at the GAII 2019 in Istanbul (TR) on Friday, 29 September. This represents the delivery of 

one of the largest CLGE projects in recent times. Please see the launch presentation for further 

information. 

The site has a new modern design which works easily across desktop and mobile devices. It fully 

integrates the Dynamic Professional Knowledge Base (DPKB) which was previously hosted on different 

domain, with a different design and a different provider. DPKB is now very visible and accessible to all 

our users and it’s important that we all keep our own Countries content up to date. The new site is 

built using the WordPress Content Management System (CMS) which means that we are now, for the 

first time, able to easily maintain all of the content ourselves. The migration of the content from the 

old website to the new website was a large undertaking and at the date of launch we had successfully 

migrated; 158 news items, 941 database records (DPKB), 243 Event pages, 12.857 photos and 

documents and 41 Member Countries information. 

During the first quarter (Q1) of 2020 we will be opening access to our Members to two important new 

features of the website which were part of the original build ; 1) read only access to the Members Area 

so that private content such as documents and photos may be accessed 2) editing and publishing rights 

to DPKB so that nominated individuals from each Member Country will be able to access a part of the 

CMS to maintain their DPKB information on totally self-service basis. We look forward to working with 

our Members as we roll-out these two new exciting features. 

We would like to sincerely thank Giannis Michail of Stereotropism in Athens (GR) and Giorgos Crispos 

of Primecut in Chania (GR) and their teams for their fantastic wok it has been a please working with 

https://www.clge.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/11-2019_09_27_CLGE_GA_Website_Launch.pdf
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them and we look forward to further cooperation in future. We would also like to thank our friends 

Milan Talich and Ondrej Bohm and their teams from VUGTK in the Czech Republic who previously 

provided our website over many years. We also thank Leon Hendriks and Hans Versluijs from 

Aerovision in The Netherlands who previously provided the DPKB site in conjunction with Tremani. We 

also thank them all collectively for assisting us with a smooth migration of the contents of the 

respective sites.  

Following launch the feedback from our Members and Partners has been excellent and we look 

forward to developing the new and keeping the information both current and focused Please visit our 

new site at clge.eu 

Duncan Moss 

3.8 Digital strategy 

In conjunction with the launch of our new website we also shared a new Digital Strategy with the GA 

gathered in Istanbul (TR). The Strategy focuses on improving our digital presence, image and 

reputation whilst improving our communication and transparency. This will be achieved through the 

modernization of our capabilities and the increased adoption of digital technologies. Further details 

can be found here. The launch of the new website is a major first step forward in achieving our strategy. 

We have in parallel implemented Microsoft Office 365 for the Executive Board which gives us access 

to the latest cloud-based applications for us to efficiently and effectively manage day-today CLGE 

business. We will revisit the Strategy during 2020 to assess our progress and report back to the GA. 

Duncan Moss 

3.9 euREAL 

During 2019, the euREAL working group formulated comments on IPMS for Retail Buildings. There 

were no physical meetings only exchange of e-mails. The group was focused on IPMS and was waiting 

for a harmonized version of IPMS to adapt the existing euREAL version. As this will come shortly a new 

euREAL version will be created in 2020. 

Wolfgang Glunz and Frederic Mortier are involved in the IPMS Standard Setting Committee as CLGE 

representatives. 

Thomas Jacubeit 

3.10 IPMS 

Number of meetings in 2019 

IPMS SSC held 10 conference calls (on 11th January 8th February, 9th March, 5th April, 7th June, 6th 
July, 9th August, 18th October, 9th November and 6th December 2019). 

IPMS SSC held 2 physical meetings: 

https://www.clge.eu/
https://www.clge.eu/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/CLGE-Digital_Strategy.pdf
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- IPMS SSC met in Frankfurt, Germany between Monday 29th April and Friday 3rd May 2019 (14 
members were present and the remaining 4 were participating by conference call). 

- IPMS SSC met in Arusha, Tanzania at the AfRES Conference between the 9th September and 
the 13th September 2019 (11 members were present and the remaining 7 were participating 
by conference call). 

Last year activities 

IPMS SSC focused on finalizing IPMS Retail Buildings and drafting the harmonized version of IPMS. 

The IPMS Retail Buildings Exposure Draft went into a 2nd consultation on the 20th February 2019 and 
was in consultation for the next three months until 9th April 2019. IPMSC SSC also published the IPMS 
Retail Buildings Consultation Feedback Document and the IPMS Retail Buildings Exposure Draft 
Feedback form. 

During the Frankfurt meeting IPMSC SSC reviewed in detail 20 responses received from the IPMS Retail 
Buildings consultation process and agreed the next steps to finalize IPMS Retail Buildings. IPMSC SSC 
also focused on harmonizing IPMSC SSC across all asset classes and as part of this process revised IPMS 
1, IPMS 2, IPMS 3 and created IPMS 4 for rooms and units.  IPMSC SSC also discussed IPMS for Mixed-
Use Buildings and agreed that this was very much part of the harmonization process. 

IPMS Retail Buildings and the IPMS Retail Buildings Feedback Document were published on the IPMSC 
website on Monday 16th September 2019. 

IPMSC SSC are in the process of drafting IPMS Harmonized Consultation Document and aim for this to 
go into consultation in Q1 2020 

IPMSC SSC also plan to update IPMS for the other Asset standards as part of this process in order to 
minimize the floorplans contained within IPMS Harmonized and reduce the size of IPMS harmonized 
to make it more user friendly. 

New members on the SSC 

The following new IPMS SSC members joined their first IPMS SSC conference call on Friday 8th February 
2019 and are now fully integrated into the IPMSC SSC; 

- Wolfgang Glunz – CLGE 
- Tom Pugh – Malcolm Hollis 
- Professor Regina Zeitner – Berlin University 

Claudio Bernardes left the Committee. Total number of experts by the end of 2019: 18. 

By the end of 2019, the IPMS SSC Chairman Kent Gibson has resigned. Peter Stevenson took his role 

Maurice Barbieri, Frédéric Mortier 

3.11 ILMS 

In the first half of 2019 the “International Land Measurement Standard: Due Diligence for Land and 

Real Property Surveying” ILMS 1st edition was completed and finalized. The initial launch was during 

the CLGE General Assembly in Istanbul event 26 September 2019 in conjunction with the CLGE and 

the Turkish Chamber of Survey and Cadastre Engineers VI CLGE Conference of the European 
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Surveyor. ILMS is being translated into several languages (French, Arabic, Spanish, Russian, Turkish 

and German). 

The ILMS website got back up and running after ILMS went live (www.ilmsc.org) and the ILMS coalition 

is steadily expanding. 

Thomas Jacubeit 

3.12 IESC 

CLGE chose 2019 as the ‘Year of Professional Ethics’. We were very active on this theme at a number 

of events throughout the year some of which were very high profile. In March 2019 we ran a session, 

in conjunction with the FIG Forum of Regional Bodies and National Society of Professional Surveyors 

(US), at the World Bank Land & Poverty Conference entitled ‘Strengthening professional ethics in the 

land sector’. The VI CLGE Conference of the European Surveyor, Istanbul (TR), 26 September 2019 was 

entirely devoted to the theme of ‘'Professional Ethics, a landmark for Geodetic Surveyors’. The day 

comprised eight diverse presentations given by a broad range of speakers from Turkey and several 

other countries, full details including the presentations are available here. The Conference concluded 

with the signing of the ‘Istanbul Declaration’ which underlines the importance of ethical principles for 

the profession of Geodetic Surveying and makes a number of key recommendations. The Declaration 

also indicated the need to revise the 1998 ‘FIG Statement of Ethical Principles and Model Code of 

Professional Conduct’. In December 2019 CLGE also took part in the International Ethics Standards 

Coalition (IESC) Trustees Meeting in Ghent (BE). A key focus of this 2019 Trustees Meeting was to 

discuss the review and revision of IES as proposed by the Standard Setting Committee (SSC) as well as 

its further implementation. Full details of this Meeting can be found here.  

Professional Ethics was also our focus at other events that CLGE attended such as Hanoi, Kalamata, 

Opatija, Neum, Bologna, and Brussels, during the European Day of the Liberal Professions. 

Duncan Moss 

http://www.ilmsc.org/
https://www.clge.eu/2019/clge/2019-is-the-year-of-professional-ethics
https://www.clge.eu/event/world-bank-land-and-poverty-conference-details
https://www.clge.eu/event/world-bank-land-and-poverty-conference-details
https://www.clge.eu/event/vi-clge-conference-of-the-european-surveyor#2019-09-26
https://www.clge.eu/2019/clge/the-istanbul-declaration
http://www.fig.net/resources/publications/figpub/pub17/figpub17.asp
http://www.fig.net/resources/publications/figpub/pub17/figpub17.asp
https://ies-coalition.org/
https://ies-coalition.org/
https://www.clge.eu/2019/clge/international-ethics-standards-coalition-trustees-meeting-ghent-be-4-december-2019

